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• Photoshop CC (earlier versions or Elements may 
work – untested) 

• The image you want to work upon. 

• An image of your preferred sky. 

 

• I am using photoshop CC, An image of Truro 
Cathedral (courtesy of Pam), and a nice sky image. 



 

 Load each image into photoshop 



Image tabs 



 Notice you have two tabs, one for each image. 

 Determine which image has the smallest pixel size 
and note it down. 

 Do this by clicking image menu> image size > 
change unit to pixels, note width . 

 Repeat for the other image (click on image tab to get 
the other image displayed) 

 





 Change your image sizes so that the sky pixel size is 
at least as big if not bigger than the subject image. 

 Get your image size menu as before and type your 
new pixel sizes in. 

 Don’t increase any pixel sizes beyond the original 
sizes. 



 Open the main image. 

 Mask off  foreground image as follows: 

 Select the sky using one of the selection tools. I used 
the magic wand tool here.  

 The magnetic lasso tool is also useful. 

 To add to your selection hold shift while you click. 

 To subtract from your selection hold Alt while you 
click. 

 





 Display the layers window if it is not already 
showing. 

 Click window menu > layers  

 Right click the background layer and click 
‘Duplicate layer’ 

 This will create a copy of your background layer to 
work on, also ensuring you can go back to an 
unspoilt layer if you mess up! 

 Click this layer to select it. 



 Right at the bottom of the layers window are some 
important icons.  

 Click the third icon from the left. Hover over it 
before clicking to make sure. See next slide. 

 It should say ‘create layer mask’ 

 You should now see a small black and white window 
in your layer. This is your layer mask. 

 It masks or blocks the part of the layer 
corresponding to the black area and lets the rest 
through. 



Link layers 

New layer style 

Add layer mask 

Fill or adjustment layer 

New layer group 

New blank layer 

Delete layer 

These are found at the bottom of your layers window 



Layer mask 
attached to 
Image layer 



 We are now ready to insert our new sky 

 Click the sky image tab and select the image: 

 Select menu > select all 

 Copy this image 

 Edit > copy 

 Click the tab to bring the foreground image into 
view 

 Edit > paste 



Look at these layers 



 At the moment the sky layer (layer 1) is on top of 
the masked foreground, obscuring almost everything 
below it.  

 We need to bring the mask above it  

 Drag the sky layer down below the layer mask. 

 Job done! 

 
 This works because the layer mask is masking off the sky (black area on mask) but 

letting through the foreground (white area) 

 The foreground is thus obscuring the new sky , but the old  sky is not.  

 Think of the mask as acting only on the original layer. It stops the black bit of the 
layer  from adding to the image but not the white bit. 



The sky layer is 
now below the 
masked off image 

New sky!! 

Try clicking the eyes by each layer on and off to see how it works 


